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The UNESCO City of Design Dundee mural was commissioned for the 2016 city film.  
Designed and illustrated by Phoebe Roze, 4th year Illustration student at Duncan of Jordanstone 
College of Art & Design, University of Dundee, the mural depicts prominent design sectors in Dundee 
and visually weaves together our cities design story. The 6m x 3m mural is sited in West Ward Works.  
The film can be viewed online at www.dundeecityofdesign.com
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WHO 
ARE WE?

Our Designat ion

Dundee became a UNESCO City of Design just 
over two years ago. We bid for the designation 
with a strong history of design in our city, from 
comic characters that are known the world 
over, to computer games that are played in 
households everywhere, via Jute and Jam and 
even greetings cards. 

It was, however, our future use of design 
that won us the title. The changes that we’re 
making to the buildings and city around us, the 
places that matter, the young and not-so-young 
designers who are making this city a creative 
haven. The universities and institutions - and of 
course, the first Scottish design museum that  
will open its doors in 2018, the V&A Museum  
of Design Dundee. 

We wanted to use the designation for more 
than just a celebration of all we do, however. 
We recognise the power of design to change 
lives. Service design means recognising the 
customer’s needs and designing around them. 
Service design is at the heart of our designation 
and in the last two years we’ve supported and 
encouraged the development of service design 
in the city. 

Good design changes lives. 

Our Team

Dundee’s bid to become a member of the 
UNESCO City of Design network was submitted 
under the auspices of the Dundee Partnership, 
the community planning group which includes 
senior decision makers from all the key sectors 
working together on strategies towards a shared 
vision for the city. 

UNESCO City of Design Dundee is supported  
by a strategic group which meets every  
six weeks, bringing together a range of key 
stakeholders who have a direct interest in the 
UNESCO designation. 

The designation is chaired by Stewart Murdoch, 
Managing Director of Leisure & Culture Dundee, 
and managed by Anna Day, University of Dundee. 
Anna is supported by a Project Coordinator, 
Annie Marrs and a Desk Officer, Andy Truscott. 

Leisure & Culture Dundee, a Scottish Charitable 
Incorporated Organisation, has provided 
office accommodation and acts as the host 
organisation for staff, budgets, meetings  
and networking.

WHO 
ARE WE?



Our values:

| Promoting social justice and inclusion

| Raising aspirations and creating opportunities across all of our communities

| Involving our communities in collaboratively designing services and solutions

| Championing high quality design, covering place, products and processes

| Learning from local, national and international designers

| Supporting the creative and commercial success of local designers

|  Growing our economy through design-led business innovation

Our aims:

|  Using design to solve the social challenges faced by Dundee

|  Developing local design talent through supportive commissioning and procurement
 (using community benefit clauses where appropriate)

|  Embracing design principles in our work, from designing new projects 
 to redesigning existing approaches

|  Building in regular evaluations of major activities and events, applying a design approach
 to ensure we always look for improvements, particularly in terms of social impact

|  Using our resources to promote designers working with, or linked to, our organisation

|  Working collaboratively with Dundee city partners across the public, private and third
 sectors to create international partnerships with the other UNESCO Cities of Design

|  Sharing our existing partnerships and links to the UNESCO Cities of Design 
 with city partners, always looking for opportunities to benefit the city more widely

|  Reporting all links with organisations in the UNESCO Cities of Design to the 
 UNESCO City of Design Dundee implementation group, for monitoring purposes

City Values

An important early step was to develop  
a ‘City Values’ agreement which highlights 
Dundee’s commitment to using design  
to improve people’s lives as part of the  
city’s regeneration.

Companies, organisations and creative 
practitioners based in Dundee were invited  
to show their commitment by signing up to  
the City Values. The City Values will determine 
our designation as a City of Design, making us  
a successful and vibrant place for designers 
to live and work, and using design as a tool to 
improve lives in the city and across the world. 

To date, the partners which have signed up to 
our City Values document, range from Dundee 
City Council to local businesses and the Scottish 
Fire and Rescue Service. 

DEFINING 
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Our Journey 

In November 2014, Dundee was designated as 
the UK’s first UNESCO City of Design. Our first 
mission was to develop and communicate a 
strategy that would use the designation in the 
most meaningful way to the City of Dundee. 

In our first months following membership we 
spent time understanding the scope of the 
designation and putting into place ideas and 
ambitions from our original bid. We worked with 
groups across the city on the question that is 
fundamental to all our activity – how can design 
improve the lives of our citizens and sustainably 
grow the local economy?

By the end of 2015, we were embarking on a 
full year of activity and events exploring the 
designation. We will detail some of the highlights 
later in this document. 

Throughout 2017 and 2018, we plan to expand on 
that activity, refining our aims, our partnerships 
and our ambition. 

Scotland’s first Museum of Design opens 
in Dundee in 2018, and V&A Dundee have  
delivered an inspiring pre-opening programme 
which has further raised the profile of design 

in the city. It was also fitting that, as a UNESCO 
City of Design, Dundee played a major role  
in the Scottish Government’s Year of Innovation, 
Architecture and Design, including hosting  
the spectacular Light Night finale in November 
2016 which was attended by an estimated 
35,000 people. 

As we reach the second anniversary of the 
designation of Dundee as a UNESCO City of 
Design, this 2015-16 interim report describes  
the main achievements and benefits for the  
city, and looks ahead to the next two years.

DEFINING 
OUR MISSION
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IMPROVING 
LIVES LOCALLY

Dundee Design Fest ival

The first Dundee Design Festival was held from 
25 - 28 May 2016 in the former DC Thomson 
print factory, West Ward Works, on Guthrie Street.

The theme of the festival was ‘Place. Work. Folk. 
Design.’ which allowed the festival to explore 
the potential of design to connect communities 
and improve everyday lives. This integrated view 
of the city freely borrows from one of the most 
famous and fundamental principles of Sir Patrick 
Geddes (1854 - 1932), the world-famous Scottish 
town planner, often called the father of town 
planning and professor at University College 
Dundee for 30 years.

The festival was contained within three vast 
galleries and a screening room. An exhibition 
focusing on areas of design in which Dundee 
excels, including healthcare, digital, print, gaming 
and product fields, showcased work and projects 
by more than 30 different designers, and an 
events programme offered 25 different talks, 
workshops and performances.

Local and national designers were at the heart 
of the Dundee Design Festival. One of the 
primary objectives was to highlight and promote 
excellence in design by designers based in 

Dundee and across Scotland. The 2016 festival 
had a particular focus on design in healthcare, 
but also profiled those working in digital, textile, 
print, games and product fields.

The festival was supported by public bodies, 
Creative Scotland and Event Scotland with 
support from Leisure & Culture Dundee and 
sponsorship from local businesses, trusts and 
festival partners. One of our key partners in the 
festival, DC Thomson, a locally based company 
with international reach, facilitated the use of 
their former print works West Ward Works as the 
festival venue.  

7005 people attended the Dundee Design 
Festival, including events held in West Ward 
Works and those at other locations. International 
visitors included those from: China (Shenzhen 
& Jingdezhen), Austria (Graz), Finland (Helsinki), 
France (St Etienne), United States of America 
(New York), Estonia (Tallin) and South Africa. 
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Dundee Touchpoint

Dundee Touchpoint is an initiative established 
by Dundee-based service design company 
Open Change and given further impetus by 
Dundee’s UNESCO designation. It is a network 
of people interested in service design who are 
building a community of design professionals, 
students, new start-ups, public service workers, 
corporate people, academics, social activists 
and interested citizens. The designation as a 
UNESCO City of Design has provided a great 
opportunity for those working in service/social 
design to develop new initiatives and explore 
the new opportunities being opened up for 
design in the city.

For example, Dundee Touchpoint’s ‘service 
design meet up’ event held in September 2016 
focussed on discussing the ‘Scottish Approach 
to Service Design’ and featured Cat MaCaulay, 
the Head of User Experience at the Scottish 
Government. The meet-up was attended by 
people from universities, V&A Dundee, local 
government, schools, social enterprises, creative 
industries, NHS and many more. 

Other Dundee Touchpoint events have focused on:

|  Designs on Justice - using design methods  
 to re-invent criminal justice

|  Innovative Healthcare - improving the 
 hospital experience through service design

|  Information for Young People - using service  
 design to transform how the Young Scot 
  information service engages with users

West Ward Works

With the support of Leisure & Culture Dundee, 
the UNESCO City of Design Dundee team 
brought West Ward Works, a former DC Thomson 
print works which closed a decade ago, back 
to life for the inaugural Dundee Design Festival. 
It has since been used by other cultural and 
design partners, including the NEoN Digital 
Arts Festival and the Festival of Architecture.  
The building has now been earmarked for 
a permanent cultural space in the city and a 
development manager has been appointed.  
The UNESCO team will remain involved in the 
next stage of the project. 

The McManus:Dundee's Art 
Gal lery & Museum

A new display at The McManus: Dundee’s 
Art Gallery and Museum celebrates the City’s 
designation as a UNESCO City of Design.  
The display, drawn entirely from the City’s 
diverse collections, includes inspiring biological 
specimens, a David Mach matchstick head, a 
historic Dundee banknote, fine silver-smithing 
and a jute poultry sack. All highlight the myriad 
ways in which design contributes to our lives.

IMPROVING 
LIVES LOCALLY
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IMPROVING
LIVES LOCALLY

Creat ive Dundee 

Creative Dundee’s role is to support creative 
talent to base, grow and sustain their practice 
in and around Dundee, by connecting and 
amplifying the city’s creativity. Creative Dundee 
supports the city’s strong creative ecology and 
has been at the heart of taking forward the city’s 
designation as a UNESCO creative city.

Creative Dundee has led on the development of 
Dundee’s Creative Sector Blueprint 2017-2021, 
working collaboratively with the creative sector 
and the agencies which support them. Creative 
Dundee hosted the ‘Fabric’ workshops and also 
chaired the Creative Industries Stakeholder 
group which developed the blueprint.

Other design initiatives led by Creative Dundee 
include:

|  Running the Boost by Design project for 
Dundee’s social enterprises to develop their 
understanding of design, innovation and 
digital skills to grow their enterprises.  

|  Crowdsourcing a city guide with citizens.  

|  Producing a monthly focus blog on design 
during the Scottish Government’s Year of 
Innovation, Architecture and Design 2016. 

|  Supporting the promotion of Dundee Design 
Festival’s online/social media. 

 

Design in Act ion

Design in Action (DiA) was a £5m, three year, 
Arts and Humanities Research Council-funded 
Knowledge Exchange Hub for the Creative 
Economy. The project also received £400k from 
Creative Scotland to support SMEs that use 
design as a strategy for innovation, both within 
and outwith the creative economy

The project was led out of Duncan of 
Jordanstone College of Art & Design at the 
University of Dundee. By the end of the project 
in December 2016, DiA had involved hundreds 
of businesses in its seminars, workshops, annual 
Scottish Design Summits and 14 residential 
workshops. It also funded 17 design-led 
businesses, eight of which launched, turning 
over £3m+ and employing 82 people.

Dundee Contemporary Arts 

DCA is an internationally renowned centre for 
contemporary art that enables audiences, artists 
and participants to see, experience and create. 
With two beautiful large-scale gallery spaces, 
two thriving cinema screens, a busy print studio, 
an award-winning learning programme, and 
a packed programme of events, workshops, 
classes and activities aimed at all ages and 
abilities, DCA is one of the most successful arts 
organisations in the UK. 

DCA Pr int  Studio

DCA Print Studio offers unrivalled resources for 
printmaking. In October 2016 the studio took 
part in Make:Shift:Do, a UK-wide programme of 
craft and innovation workshops led by the Crafts 
Council, delivering sessions in 3D printing, vinyl-
cutting, laser-cutting, CNC routing/engraving and 
Risograph printing. The Eye Can Draw project 
is an ongoing pilot using eye-tracking software 
to enable artists with limited mobility to design 
prints using only their eyes.

Other DCA design focused events have 
included: 

|  DCA Pop-Up Shop at Dundee Design 
Festival offered festival attenders a  
selection of work by local and national 
designers and makers. Limited edition 
Design Festival prints, produced in DCA 
Print Studio, were on sale alongside festival 
t-shirts, a selection of DCA Editions and 
risographs by Hideyuki Katsumata. 

|  Festival of Architecture - DCA made a major 
contribution to the Scotland-wide Festival 
of Architecture with Grey Gardens, an 
exhibition of art and architecture inspired by 
modernity and nature. 

|  Scotstyle - DCA was one of two Dundee 
buildings (Dundee Rep being the other) to 
reach the final ten of Scotstyle, a nationwide 
call to nominate the best Scottish building of 
the past century. 

NEoN Digital Arts Festival (pictured) is Scotland’s 
only digital arts festival and is a hybrid mix  
of exhibitions, installations and performance.  
It has established itself as a platform to showcase 
national and international digital art forms.  
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XXI  Tr iennale di  Mi lano,  I ta ly  
April - September 2016

V&A Dundee was invited to be the official UK 
representative at the XXI Milan Design Triennale, 
with an international audience of more than 
50,000 visitors seeing the show over a five-
month period. 

Community Garden Project 
February 2016 - ongoing

People living with - and recovering from - a range 
of health and wellbeing issues have benefited 
from a garden design project led by V&A 
Dundee. The V&A Dundee Community Garden 
is a co-design project supported by professional 
designers and members of the public, and will be 
part of the new Slessor Gardens within Dundee’s 
waterfront regeneration.

Northern L ights 
London Design Fest ival  2016 
September 2016

V&A Dundee’s Northern Lights show shone 
a light on nine exceptional designers who 
have chosen to stay in Scotland to build their 
careers. The show, part of the London Design 
Festival at the V&A, focused on the emerging 
new confidence of designers in basing their 
businesses north of the border.

T ime Capsule  
September 2016 - ongoing

Students studying the SQA’s Higher Design 
and Manufacture course this year are being 
challenged to design a time capsule to celebrate 
the construction of V&A Dundee. One winning 
design will be selected by an expert panel 
chaired by Jaguar’s Director of Design, Ian Callum. 
The winning pupil will then visit Jaguar’s design 
studio in Coventry where their design will be 
developed and built. The finished time capsule 
will be installed in front of the new V&A Dundee 
museum ahead of its opening. The time capsule 
will be filled with items created by Scottish primary 
school pupils and opened in 50 years’ time.

Baby Boxes

Based on learning from the successful model in 
Finland, Scotland’s national Baby Boxes initiative 
uses the power of design to give every child 
born in Scotland an equal start in life. Delivered 
by the Scottish Government, the Baby Box will 
contain essential items for newborn babies and 
be given to every child born in Scotland.

In 2017, V&A Dundee ran a national competition 
for young designers to design the surface of 
the box. By providing access to support and 
expertise from some of the most successful 
Scottish designers, V&A Dundee aims to help 
further the careers and ambitions of the next 
generation of designers. 

IMPROVING 
LIVES LOCALLY

V&A DUNDEE

Opening in 2018, V&A Museum of Design Dundee will be the only V&A 
museum anywhere in the world outside London. It will be the first dedicated 
design museum in Scotland: an international centre for design, a place of 
inspiration, discovery and learning.

V&A Dundee will present the story of Scotland’s outstanding design 
achievements, bringing together in one place, the world-renowned V&A 
collections with loans from other collections in Scotland and beyond to allow 
everyone to understand and be inspired by this important design heritage.  
These collections will be accompanied by international touring exhibitions 
from the V&A, making Dundee the only location in the UK outside London to 
receive these globally significant exhibitions. 

The £80.11m project to create the museum is at the heart of Dundee’s 
ambitious £1bn waterfront regeneration, supporting the creation of more jobs 
and wider economic benefits. It will both generate civic pride and transform 
the city region as a tourism destination.

V&A Dundee will be the first building in the UK designed by Kengo Kuma, 
the internationally renowned architect who is also designing the Tokyo 2020 
Olympic stadium. His vision is for the museum to be a new ‘living room for 
the city’, welcoming everyone to visit, enjoy and socialise, and to reconnect 
the city with its historic River Tay waterfront. The pre-opening programme 
has been a keystone of the design activity in Dundee since 2014 and is 
outlined below. This will culminate in an exciting opening programme of 
activities to launch V&A Dundee in 2018.

Design in Mot ion  
February - June 2015

Over 12,000 people visited V&A Dundee’s first national project, the Design 
in Motion touring exhibition, which took the work of seven of Scotland’s 
most exciting contemporary designers to 85 locations across Scotland and 
to the V&A in London. The tour, a collaboration with Scotland’s Travelling 
Gallery and funded by players of People’s Postcode Lottery, also provided 
audiences around Scotland with an early taste of V&A Dundee.

Archi tecture Now 
London Design Fest ival  2015 
September 2015 - April 2016

V&A Dundee launched a new display as part of the 2015 London Design 
Festival at the Victoria and Albert Museum. The display, Architecture Now, 
incorporated newly commissioned film and visualisations allowing visitors to 
experience and explore the developing Dundee waterfront and interior of 
V&A Dundee. Part of the V&A + RIBA Architecture Partnership, it remained 
on display at the V&A Architecture Gallery until spring 2016.

Schools Design Chal lenge 
October 2015 - May 2016

The Schools Design Challenge asked secondary school pupils from Dundee 
and Angus to creatively respond to the question, ‘How could you improve 
your school or school life?’ Pupils engaged with how they can change their 
everyday environments, supported by learning resources provided by V&A 
Dundee and the expertise of their teachers and professional designers.

IMPROVING
LIVES LOCALLY
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Design For L i fe 

Our regional newspaper, The Courier, has a 
readership of 145,000 and has been supportive 
of the City of Design designation from the start. 
Its weekend magazine now boasts a full page 
each week devoted to design, and has featured 
ideas from digital sound, to student discoveries 
and the design of a festival. Each week the column 
is written by a designer or design supporter. 
The articles also have a large digital reach and 
are an important part of how we disseminate 
information about design and improve the 
design vocabulary in the city and region. 

Archived articles can be browsed at  
www.dundeecityofdesign.com 

opposite page

Achieving UNESCO City of Design status has 
given added impetus and inspiration to lots of 
projects delivered by partners across the city.  

The People’s Tower: Dundee’s Royal Arch 
was a fantastic example of public engagement 
with design. Delivered by Claire Dow and 
French artist Olivier Grossetête, hundreds 
of local people recreated the iconic arch out 
of cardboard before toppling the tower and 
trampling on its remains.  
 

14
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The Blank Arcade

Abertay University hosted ‘The Blank Arcade’, 
an exhibition bringing together an international 
selection of works by game developers, 
designers and researchers, exploring innovation 
and expression at the frontiers of play.  
Co-curated by Abertay PhD student, Emilie Reed 
and Professor Lindsay Grace of American 
University, the selection of works included digital 
games, table games and interactive sculptures. 
It showcased local Scottish designers alongside 
international creators.

Global  Game Jam 2016/7

In January 2016 and in January 2017, Dundee 
hosted one of the largest locations for the Global 
Game Jam, with over 250 participants each year. 
The 48-hour game jam brings together students, 
lecturers, alumni and professionals collaborating 
to create brand new game prototypes.

Abertay Digi ta l  Graduate 
Show 2016

The next generation of digital artists, game 
designers, programmers and sound designers 
launched their professional careers at the 
Abertay Digital Graduate Show in May 2016.

More than 130 student projects demonstrated 
the creativity and technical skills developed 
throughout their time at Abertay.  

DUNDEE & ANGUS COLLEGE 

Dundee & Angus College offer their students the 
opportunity of real life working experiences in 
retail, theatre, a pop-up shop, vintage tearoom 
and more. 

Dundee & Angus Col lege 
HND Computer  Art  & Design 

Students created an animated video to 
encourage school leavers at local and national 
level to consider a career within the print 
industry. The project was embedded into the 
curriculum, helping students to foster strong 
employability skills to move into the local digital 
design industry. 

Montrose Playhouse Project 

To regenerate Montrose's former swimming pool, 
the HND Computer Art and Design students 
were asked to forward concept artwork which 
was printed onto a huge banner. The Scottish 
comic book writer Mark Miller was involved in 
the judging.

IMPROVING 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF DUNDEE

Dundee has two world leading Universities and 
an excellent College. The University of Dundee 
has 16,000 students from 145 countries and 
3,000 staff from 72 countries - a truly global 
institution. The University has links across 
the world with businesses, governments and 
world class institutions and is passionate 
about transforming lives locally and globally 
through the creation, sharing and application of 
knowledge. Duncan of Jordanstone College of 
Art & Design, part of the University, is regarded 
as one of the top colleges of Art and Design in 
Britain. The University has adopted ‘Design’ as 
one of its three pillars of excellence. 

Their design related activity includes:

The Univers i ty  of  Dundee’s 
Art ,  Design & Archi tecture 
Degree Show

The show celebrates the success of our 
graduating students. For 10 days, the Duncan of 
Jordanstone College of Art & Design buildings 
are transformed into one of the country’s biggest 
galleries showcasing the culmination of several 
years of creative development and hard work.  
In 2016, it was visited by around 15,000 people. 

DDU@10 

The Drug Discovery Unit at the University 
of Dundee has design at its heart. It was 
established in 2006 to translate world-class 
life science research into new drugs. The initial 
focus was on diseases of the developing world, 
in which the University has an outstanding 
international reputation. They celebrated their 
tenth anniversary with a scientific conference 
with an international-class list of speakers, 
discussing the future of drug discovery, 
academic and diseases of the developing  
world, and new collaborative models. DDU was 
also a key part of the Dundee Design Festival, 
sharing what design means in science. 

Dundee Comic Creative Space 

A space where comic designers work and 
children come to learn new design skills.  
The centre was created jointly after Dundee 
joined the UNESCO network. One project was 
for artists and Comics Clubbers at DCCS to 
create a comic in collaboration with a group from 
Advocating Together Dundee and the Dundee 
Safe Place initiative. The comic demonstrates 
examples of disability hate crime and gives 
advice on what to do if it is experienced. 

ABERTAY UNIVERSITY

Abertay University is home to world-leading 
research teams, whose discoveries are hailed 
internationally. They offer world-leading  
courses in Computer Arts and Computer Games 
Technology and are Scotland’s leading university 
for environmental science research. 

Their design activity includes: 

DiGRA-FDG 1st  Joint 
Internat ional  Conference

The world’s biggest gathering of international 
games researchers descended upon Dundee 
in August 2016 to exchange cutting-edge ideas 
on the future of computer games design and 
development. Over 350 researchers from the 
UK, Europe, North America, Asia and Australia 
gathered at the conference, led by Abertay 
University. 

This unprecedented, international gathering of 
games researchers was the first ever conference 
to be organised jointly by the Finland-based 
Digital Games Research Association (DiGRA) 
and the Foundation of Digital Games (FDG), 
the world’s two leading organisations in digital 
games research.

A vibrant fringe programme featured a series of 
exhibitions and events across the city. 

IMPROVING
LIVES LOCALLY



Dundee Ci ty  Counci l  
Design Academies

Dundee City Council is embracing design 
thinking and service design techniques through 
a new initiative - The City of Design Academy 
Training & Mentoring Programme. In the last  
12 months, service design agency Open Change 
has worked in partnership with Dundee City 
Council to champion service design, building the 
capacity of communities of people to co-design 
the services they need. Beginning with a City of 
Design Academy for city leaders, Dundee City 
Council have developed programmes to improve 
attainment in schools, support people into 
employment and explore how to include citizens 
in their healthcare decisions.

The UNESCO City of Design status offers an 
opportunity to explore how service design 
approaches and methods can close the gap in 
inequalities in the city and improve outcomes 
for families and children who currently have 
significantly lower health and educational 
outcomes than the rest of the city, by involving 
them in the co-design of better services.

The initial Service Design Academy was 
attended by senior council staff, including the 
Chief Executive. Participants were introduced 
to techniques including service safaris, journey 
mapping and ideation techniques. The potential 
for using service design methods to support 
change and include citizens in the development 
of new services was recognised by council 

 

leaders and, in June 2016, 70 senior council staff 
attended a one day City Design Academy with 
cross-departmental teams pitching ideas to be 
developed with council support and resources.

So far, Dundee City Council has:

|  Gained buy-in and support from the 
leadership group through a full day 
workshop on using service design 
techniques

|  Trialled the design academy concept through 
a project aimed at improving parent and 
teacher communication, bringing together a 
multidisciplinary team to tackle the problem 
using design

|  Developed the academy concept into a 
continuous improvement  model, tying 
design thinking with lean six sigma 
methodologies

|  Presented the concept at national 
conferences and is currently working with 
a number of partners in Dundee and the 
Scottish Government to further develop 
a method of developing service design 
capacity within the council

 

Since the trial, the design academy model has 
been applied to other challenging problems 
within the council, including workshops aimed at 
understanding the challenges and opportunities 
to improve the number of young people within 
the council's workforce. This particular challenge 
saw modern apprentices and council leaders 
brought together in groups to discuss the issues, 
potential solutions and barriers - leading to the 
development of a number of innovative new 
service proposals to help young people into 
work with the council.

This model and its practices are making real 
change within Dundee and at many different 
levels of local government. Service design 
techniques have created a common purpose 
and have enabled a growing community of 
people with service design skills to flourish within 
the council.

"Tomorrow I will design the future"
Participant, Dundee City Council City of Design Academy

IMPROVING
LIVES LOCALLY
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PARTNERS
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Design Chal lenge  
supported by DC Thomson &  
UNESCO City of Design Dundee

The Dundee Design Challenge was launched 
in 2016. Homelessness is a wickedly complex 
problem that, without exception, pervades 
societies across the globe. As a progressive 
21st century city, and the UK’s first designated 
UNESCO City of Design, we launched the 
inaugural Dundee Design Challenge to help 
tackle this problem head on. 

We looked for designers to help find a digital 
design solution to fundamentally improve the 
lives of those who deal with homelessness on a 
daily basis, and consider how digital technology 
can be used to prevent the issue in the first 
place. We wanted designers to imagine a digital 
communication system that can reconnect 
homeless people with everyday life - with friends 
and family, with each other, and with potential 
sources of help like food, financial, emotional 
and practical support. The system had to take 
into account the fact that homeless people have 
limited, if any, access to digital technology. 

The winner, announced at the Dundee Design 
Festival in May 2017 will take part in a three 
month residency, with peer and industry support 
in Dundee.

GROW Observatory -  
Design for  the environment 

The University of Dundee’s College of Art and 
Design is leading the GROW Observatory - a 
Europe-wide project to involve tens of thousands 
of ‘citizen scientists’ in sharing knowledge to 
make a vital contribution to global environmental 
monitoring and to empower family farmers, 
gardeners and growers with knowledge on 
sustainable practices. The aim will be to increase 
small-scale food production and preserve 
the soil quality for future generations, while 
improving forecasting of extreme climate events, 
such as heatwaves and floods.

This is citizen science on an unprecedented scale 
aimed at tackling the issue of producing sufficient 
high-quality food while reducing carbon emissions 
and preserving the quality of land and soil resources.

The GROW Observatory has received funding 
of €5million over the next three years through 
the European Commission's Horizon 2020 
programme and started in November 2016.  
The outcome will be a hub of open knowledge 
and data created and maintained by growers 
that will be of value to the citizens themselves 
as well as to specialist communities in science, 
policy and industry. 

Shar ing Good Pract ice  
wi th Hels inki ,  F in land 
Learning in Schools

Our visitors from Helsinki to Dundee Design 
Festival were inspired by the success of V&A 
Dundee’s Schools Design Challenge and 
returned to run a similar exercise on an even 
bigger scale in their own schools - a great 
example of sharing ideas and good practice that 
can be promoted by UCCN networking.

Design Revolut ion 

For the inaugural Dundee Design Festival in May 
2016, V&A Dundee jointly organised a day-long 
conference exploring the power of design to 
transform Scotland’s companies, increasing 
productivity and global success. International 
speakers discussed the value of design to the 
Scottish and UK economy, how design thinking 
can transform businesses for the future, and how 
UNESCO Cities of Design have used design to 
support business growth and innovation.

GATHERING 
PARTNERS

Our relationships with the other 21 UNESCO Cities of Design are key to the development of our 
designation. We've met, exchanged ideas and thoughts, networked and discovered connections and 
the differences that make each of us special. These are some highlights of Dundee's international 
projects, we plan to develop more in the next two years. 22
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WHAT 
ELSE?  Future developments for  2017/18
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DUNDEE DESIGN FESTIVAL 2017 

Dundee Design Festival returns to West Ward 
Works from 24 - 29 May 2017 for a stimulating 
series of workshops, performances, exhibitions. 
In 2017, the festival will use the rich backdrop of 
this former print factory as context in which to 
describe what making means now. The theme 
for the festival is ‘Factory Floor’ which acknowledges 
the global shift in design practice where 
designers and makers are blending forms of 
production - a mix of craftsmanship and industrial 
processes to create a hybrid of the very old and 
the very new. More information can be found at  
www.dundeedesignfestival.com 

Pr int  Ci ty

Print Festival Scotland, a collaboration between 
Dundee Contemporary Arts and the University 
of Dundee, will take over an entire room at West 
Ward Works to produce an enormous installation 
of sculpture and print. Dundee has a rich history 
and vibrant culture of print and printmaking that 
will be celebrated in this project. Print City will 
encourage hundreds of people to get involved 
in creating an abstract and interlocking model of 
the city that will fill the gallery from floor to ceiling 
in a dazzling mix of pattern, colour and text.

Exhibi t ion:  Factory F loor 

Forming the centrepiece to the festival and 
featuring designers whose work embraces 
experimental processes and innovation in 
materials, this exhibition marks a moment 
in contemporary design and post-industrial 
production. Factory Floor will showcase the new 
objects and ideas emerging from studios and 
workshops in the UK and around the globe.  
The exhibition confidently mixes craft and 
design, products and prototypes, models 
and maquettes, the tried-and-failed, and the 
interventions and errors that find their way into 
digital techniques and make for radical forms.

Wee Works Digi ta l 
Fabr icat ion Studio

Visitors to Dundee Design Festival will be invited 
to try their hand at making anything they imagine 
at the festival’s pop-up digital fabrication studio, 
Wee Works. The studio will house a range of 
equipment available for visitors to experiment 
with, including 3D printing, laser cutting and  
CNC milling along with a virtual reality suite. 

Factory Residency Programme

The festival is partnering with Make Works, 
an open-source online directory of working 
factories in Scotland, for the Dundee Design 
Festival Factory Residency Programme. 
Founded in 2014 by Fi Duffy-Scott, its mission 
is to help make fabrication in Scotland more 
accessible for artists, designers and makers. 
The Factory Residency Programme will 
match three designers with Scottish based 
manufacturers.Over six months, the residency 
will allow designers time and space with 
specialist fabricators to test new ideas, improvise 
with materials and experiment with different 
production techniques. 

S inger Machine Choir

 An enormous choir of community singers from 
across Dundee will perform the sounds of factory 
machinery, while a series of large-format inkjet 
printers respond to their voices in real time.

DEVELOPING 
THE DESIGNATION

|  Product catalogue: Designed in Dundee 

 The UNESCO City of Design Dundee team will co-ordinate a small 
selection of designer goods, created in the city, which will be marketed 
and promoted as ‘Designed in Dundee’, both on a digital forum and 
through a small catalogue that will be available around the city. It will 
support the brilliant designers working in Dundee to increase their 
visibility and support burgeoning businesses. 

|  Sponsoring workspace for graduate designers 
 
 UNESCO City of Design will develop a programme to sponsor 

workspaces for students who have just graduated for one year.  
This will support them with time and space to set up their own 
businesses and to encourage them to stay in the city. 

|  Opening of the V&A Museum of Design, Dundee

 UNESCO City of Design will support the large scale international 
opening event for Scotland’s first design museum in 2018. 

|  Enabling Dundee Designers to have opportunities  
across the UNESCO Creative City Network

 There is an ever-increasing number of opportunities for  
designers to exhibit, work or collaborate with the other UNESCO 
Cities of Design. We will disseminate those opportunities and work 
with designers to make sure they have every chance to benefit from 
the UNESCO Creative Cities Network. Potential projects include 
mentorships, exchanges and exhibitions. 

|  European Capital of Culture 2023

 Dundee is bidding to be European Capital of Culture in 2023 and  
UNESCO City of Design Dundee - and its relationship with its  
European Design Cities, will be a significant component of the bid.  
The teams delivering both projects are working closely together. 

|  Collaborations with Creative Cities across the network

 Dundee will continue to seek out opportunities to work with Creative 
Cities across the whole network on large scale projects that improve 
lives in the city. 

|  Tourism Strategy

 Dundee’s new tourism strategy has design at its heart, including a  
new Business Opportunities Guide which is a call to action for 
businesses wanting to capitalise on and support the UNESCO City  
of Design designation. 

|  West Ward Works

 The UNESCO City of Design team will continue to support the 
development of the West Ward Works site as it becomes one of the 
most innovative and exciting cultural and design spaces in the country.
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UNESCO City of Design Dundee would like to thank all the designers and makers who make Dundee 
a vibrant and creative place to live, work and visit. The success of Dundee’s UNESCO City of Design 
designation over the last two years wouldn’t have been possible without support from the cross sector, 
multi-agency organisations and dedicated individuals who use design everyday. 

As we reflect on these first two years, we also look forward to many more years developing and 
implementing Dundee’s UNESCO City of Design designation in partnership across the city. 
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